There is no enemy so cruel or so ruthless as a once-defeated criminal who seeks revenge. This fact was forcefully brought home to Wonder Woman when the most desperate and deadly girl prisoners she had ever captured escaped from transformation island! When they pooled their evil genius to wreak vengeance on the Amazon maid and those she loves, there was never such a combination of villainy opposing justice in the history of the world! We present a complete novel-length adventure—With a warning to you friends of Wonder Woman: you'll be gritting your teeth and biting your nails from cover to cover as you follow the Amazon princess—beautiful as Aphrodite, wise as Athena, stronger than Hercules, and swifter than Mercury—in “Villainy, Incorporated!”
YOU REMEMBER WHEN WONDER WOMAN CONQUERED THE INVADING SATURNITES ON EVIL ISLAND. SHE CAPTURED EVERY MAN AND WOMAN MARAUDER. SHE HAD PLANNED TO SEND THEM BACK AS PRISONERS TO SATURN WHERE THEY WOULD MEET STERN JUSTICE.

WE'LL BIND THESE PRISONERS AND PUT THEM ON BOARD THEIR SATURNIC SPACE SHIP.

OH MEPHISTO HELP US! THE EMPEROR WILL PUT US IN CHAINS FOR LIFE--TO BE DEFEATED IS THE WORST CRIME ON SATURN!

WONDER WOMAN BINDS THE SATURNIC GIRLS IN CAPTIVE LINE WITH HER MAGIC LASSO.

OH, WONDER WOMAN, PLEASE KEEP US SATURNIC GIRLS PRISONERS HERE ON EARTH!

OUR FATE ON SATURN WILL BE HORRIBLE! YOU'VE NO IDEA HOW SATURNIC PRISONERS ARE TREATED--

OH, YES I HAVE--I'VE BEEN A CAPTIVE THERE MYSELF. VERY WELL--I'LL TAKE YOU GIRLS TO TRANSFORMATION ISLAND.

ON TRANSFORMATION ISLAND WONDER WOMAN DELIVERS HER PRISONERS TO MALA, AMAZON PRISON CHIEF.

THESE SATURNIC CAPTIVES ARE DANGEROUS GIRLS! YOU'D BETTER PUT VENUS GIRLDES ON THEM BEFORE UNTYING THEIR HANDS.

THEY LOOK SUBMISSIVE--BUT YOU KNOW BEST, PRINCESS.

WHAT DOES THAT BEAUTIFUL GOLD GIRLDE DO TO A PRISONER?

IT IS MAGIC METAL FROM VENUS--IT REMOVES ALL DESIRE TO DO EVIL AND COMPELS COMPLETE OBEDIENCE TO LOVING AUTHORITY.
Soon all the Saturnites wear girdles except Eviless.

I have a plan--by controlled breathing, I can stop my heart, make my body cold--and then--ha ha!

Mm--I'll have to get a larger girdle--

Before Mala can return with the new girdle, Eviless falls, apparently unconscious.

What's the matter, Eviless? Great Hera, the girl's fainted!

"Fainted"--she's dead! Her heart's stopped beating!

And her flesh is stone cold! She must have taken poison, but how could she, with her hands tied?

I'll get my purple ray machine from Paradise Island. It will bring Eviless back to life!

I'll put her on this cot and untie her hands--

These heavy blankets may bring warmth to her body till Wonder Woman returns. I'll prepare the electric connections for Wonder Woman's purple ray.
WHILE MALA'S BACK IS TURNED, EVILESS' "DEAD" HAND COMES TO LIFE.

UNDER THE BLANKETS A LONG, SATURNIAN SLEEVE IS PUSHED UP AND WONDER WOMAN'S LASSO IS WOUND CLEVERLY AROUND EVILESS' ARM.

WHEN I PULL MY SLEEVE DOWN AGAIN, THE MAGIC LASSO WILL BE HIDDEN.

THE SEEMINGLY DEAD PRISONER SUDDENLY REVIVES.

OH - WHAT HAPPENED? I MUST HAVE FAINTED! I HAVE THESE QUEER HEART ATTACKS FREQUENTLY.

I'LL GLADLY PUT THIS PRISONER'S GIRDLE ON MYSELF!

MERCIFUL MINERVA -- WE THOUGHT YOU WERE DEAD! IF YOU'VE RECOVERED, I MUST PUT ON YOUR VENUS GIRDLE.

UNSEEN BY MALA, THE CLEVER SATURNIAN SLIPS A SPLINTER INTO THE GIRDLE LOCK.

WHAT! EVILESS ALIVE AGAIN?

THIS WILL PREVENT THE LOCK FROM ENGAGING. BUT THEY'LL THINK IT IS LOCKED -- HA HA!

SHE WASN'T DEAD -- WE WERE MISTAKEN. SHE HAD SOME QUEER SEIZURE, BUT NOW THAT SHE'S LOCKED SECURELY IN HER VENUS GIRDLE, SHE'LL BE OKAY.
WITH THE PRISONERS SAFELY LOCKED IN THEIR CELLS, WONDER WOMAN PREPARES TO TAKE OFF.

SORRY I MUST GO-- GREAT GOODNESS! I FORGOT MY LASSO--

UNTIED IT FROM EVILESS' WRISTS-- WHERE DID I PUT IT?

THE ENTIRE PRISON AND ALL PRISONERS ARE SEARCHED.

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR, MISTRESS? I--

NEVER MIND.-- I DON'T SEE HOW YOU COULD HIDE ANYTHING UNDER THOSE CLOTHES!

IT'S NOT HIDDEN HERE.

WHERE CAN YOUR LASSO BE? PERHAPS A GUARD FOUND IT AND TOOK IT TO PARADISE ISLAND. I'LL SURELY FIND IT--

MENTAL-- RADIO ME AND I'LL COME BACK FOR IT-- I MUST HURRY NOW!

MEANWHILE, EVILESS IS TORN BY MENTAL CONFLICT.

THIS GIRLDR MAKES ME SUCH A SOFTIE! I WANTED TO TELL MALA THAT I HAVE WONDER WOMAN'S LASSO. BUT SHE FORBADE ME TO SPEAK AND I HAD TO OBEY HER!

NOW TO REMOVE THIS GIRDL-- I FIXED THE LOCK SO IT'LL OPEN. BUT-- BUT I WANT TO WEAR IT-- I FEEL SO PEACEFUL AND HAPPY! YET IF I DON'T DEFEAT MY CAPTORS, I CAN NEVER RETURN TO SATURN--

I MUST ESCAPE-- I WON'T WEAR THE GIRLDR--

MALA! OH, MALA, COME QUICKLY! I HAVE ANOTHER SEIZURE-- HELP!

BUT AS MALA RUSHES TO HELP THE PRISONER--

HA! NOW I'VE GOT YOU, "MISTRESS" MALA-- HA HA HA!

BAH! D'YOU THINK A ROPE WILL HOLD AN AMAZON?-- BLACK PLUTO! IT'S WONDER WOMAN'S LASSO-- I CAN'T BREAK THAT!
GIVE ME THE KEYS TO ALL CELLS AND PRISONERS' CHAINS!

I'M COMPELLED TO OBEY. OUR PRISONERS WEAR NO CHAINS. BUT HERE IS THE KEY TO THEIR VENUS GIRLSES. THE OTHER IS A MISTRESS KEY TO ALL PRISON ROOMS.

EVILESS LOCKS HER OWN VENUS GIRLSES ON MALA.

YOU DON'T NEED TO TIE MY HANDS SO TIGHT--I CAN'T BREAK EVEN THE WEAKEST ROPE YOU BIND ME WITH WHILE I WEAR THIS VENUS GIRLSE!

EVILESS RELEASES HER SATURNIC GIRLSES WHO SURPRISE THEIR GUARDS.

PUT VENUS GIRLSES ON ALL AMAZON GUARDS. GIRLSES--THEN THEY'LL BE COMPELLED TO OBEY US!

GO, CAPTIVE GUARDS, AND RELEASE ALL PRISONERS FROM THEIR CELLS! BRING THEM TO THE PRISON ASSEMBLY ROOM QUICKLY.

THE PRISONERS, STILL WEARING VENUS GIRLSES, ARE QUICKLY ASSEMBLED.

SISTERS, WE HAVE CONQUERED ALL GUARDS--TRANSFORMATION ISLAND IS OURS! I'LL UNLOCK YOUR GIRLSES--

NO, NO! WE DON'T WANT OUR GIRLSES REMOVED!

YES, MISTRESS!
YOU FOOLS! YOU'VE LET THESE AMAZONS BREAK YOUR SPIRIT -- YOU'VE LEARNED TO BE PEACEFUL AND OBEDIENT. OKAY, YOU CAN KEEP YOUR GIRLIES ON AND OBEY US AS OUR SLAVES!

BUT SOME PRISONERS ARE NOT YET REFORMED.

WE'LL JOIN YOU -- WE WANT FREEDOM AND REVENGE ON THE AMAZONS!

YOU'RE WISE, GIRLIE -- I'LL REMOVE YOUR GIRLIES -- YOU PUT ON YOUR OWN CLOTHES AGAIN.

I'M GIGANTA, FORMERLY A FEMALE GORILLA!

I'M QUIN CLEA OF SUNKEN ATLANTIS.

I'M BYRSA BRILYANT, THE BLUE SNOW MAN.

I'M HYPNOTA, MAGICIAN OF THE BLUE RAY.

I'M THE CHEETAH -- REALLY, PRISCILLA RICH.

I'M ZARA, PRIESTESS OF CRIMSON FLAME.

GOOD -- NOT A SISY IN THE LOT -- THIS IS WHAT I CALL VILLAINY INCORPORATED!

WE WILL CONQUER THE AMAZONS ON PARADISE ISLAND AND USE IT FOR A BASE TO RAID EARTH COUNTRIES. FIRST WE'LL CAPTURE AMAZON QUEEN HIPPOLYTE. I MADE THE CAPTIVE GUARDS GIVE ME INFORMATION --

EVERY NIGHT THE QUEEN WALKS ALONE IN THIS PALACE GARDEN. YOU THREE WILL APPEAR THERE. SHE'LL THINK YOU'RE MEN. STRICTLY FORBIDDEN ON PARADISE ISLAND. SHE'LL PURSUE YOU, OF COURSE, AND THE REST IS UP TO US!
That night, as Queen Hippolyte walks in her garden... What do I hear—men's world voices? Impossible! And yet—well, I'll soon see!

Great Minerva—men on paradise island! How could this have happened? I must catch them myself and seek Aphrodite's forgiveness for this oversight!

As the queen pursues the invaders...

Grab her, girls! Queen Hippolyte, I command you to surrender!

Ulp—oh! Something compels me to obey you!

The queen, bound with the magic lasso, is carried to the shore...

Hurry, girls! We must get her to transformation island before the Amazons know she's captured.
QUEEN HIPPOLYTE IS COMPELLED TO BROADCAST RADIO ORDERS. ALL AMAZONS WILL ASSEMBLE HERE IN PRISON ASSEMBLY HALL, TRANSFORMATION ISLAND, TOMORROW AT SUNRISE!

ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT EVILESS' GIRLS WORK IN THE PRISON LABORATORY MAKING PARALYSIS GAS, WELL KNOWN ON SATURN.

AT SUNRISE, THE ASSEMBLY HALL IS PACKED WITH AMAZONS. YOUR QUEEN HAS BROUGHT YOU HERE TO MAKE YOU PRISONERS!

WHO'S CRAZY NOW?

MUH?

WHAT'S THE JOKE?

SATURNIANS OVERCOME THE AMAZONS WITH PARALYSIS GAS WHILE PRISONERS PUT VENUS GIRDLES ON THE PARALYZED GIRLS.
FROM NOW ON, YOU WON'T BE LONESOME IN PRISON, HIPPOLYTE--HA HA! WE'VE CAPTURED EVERY LAST AMAZON ON PARADISE ISLAND!

OH--H-- HOW TERRIBLE! WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO WITH US?

WE'LL USE YOU AS SLAVES. YOU'RE LUCKY-- YOU WON'T HAVE TO WEAR CHAINS LIKE SATURN NIAN PRISONERS-- VENUS GIRLIES WILL HOLD YOU HELPLESS. WE NEED ONE MORE CAPTIVE-- WONDER WOMAN! YOU MUST RADIO FOR HER.

OH, NO! PLEASE--

BUT HIPPOLYTE IS COMPULLED TO SEND HER DAUGHTER A MENTAL RADIO MESSAGE.

CALLING PRINCESS DIANA OF THE AMAZONS-- COME TO PARADISE ISLAND IMMEDIATELY!

DIANA (WONDER WOMAN) PRINCE RECEIVES THE QUEEN'S MESSAGE AT HER OFFICE.

BLAZES! HOW CAN YOU TAKE A MENTAL MESSAGE SENT TO WONDER WOMAN?

WHY--ER-- WONDER WOMAN INVENTED A NEW ATTACHMENT SO I CAN TAKE MESSAGES FOR HER.

COME TO PARADISE ISLAND IMMEDIATELY.

STEVE, WILL YOU TELL GEN. DARNELL THAT I MUST FIND WONDER WOMAN AND GIVE HER THIS MESSAGE?

OH I SUPPOSE SO-- BUT THE GENERAL WON'T LIKE IT. HE'S ALWAYS AFRAID SHE'LL GET YOU INTO DANGER.

TRANSFORMING HERSELF QUICKLY TO WONDER WOMAN, DIANA FLIES TO PARADISE ISLAND.

HM-- THAT'S ODD! I CAN'T SEE A SINGLE AMAZON ON PARADISE ISLAND! WHERE CAN THE GIRLS BE?

AS WONDER WOMAN DESCENDS, A SUDDEN STORM OF BLUE SNOW SURROUNDS HER PLANE.

BY ATHENA'S SPEAR, THAT'S BLUE SNOW-- IT'LL CRASH MY PLANE! WHO'S DOING THIS? HAS BYRRA BRILLYANT, THE SNOW MAN, ESCAPED AMAZON PRISON?
Wonder Woman's plane is forced down under an avalanche of blue snow.

Ha! My telescopic snow ray has caught Wonder Woman! Even if she can get out of her plane, she'll freeze to death instantly!

Surrender, Wonder Woman. Before you freeze to death! My snow ray is lowering the temperature every second!

But the dauntless Amazon bursts her way through frozen snow and freezing rays cold enough to kill any man.

With one swing of her mighty fist Wonder Woman demolishes the snow ray telescope gun.

Smash!

As Wonder Woman pursues the fleeing snow man into the palace, Dr. Poison and the Cheetah push huge stones off the roof.

The powerful princess, though caught unaware, acts with the speed of light.

Well, well -- so Poison and the Cheetah also escaped and planned a little surprise party!
INSIDE THE PALACE, TWO GIGANTIC FORMS HURL THEMSELVES AT WONDER WOMAN.

UNF...GIGANTA AND QUEEN CLEA-- I AM GETTING A RECEPTION!

SORRY, BUT IF YOU INSIST...

ARR...RAG!

UG--ULP--

AS WONDER WOMAN TURNS, HYPNOTA'S BLUE HYPNOTIC RAY STRIKES HER FULL IN THE EYES.

OH! H-H-H... H-H-HYPNOTA! IT'S MY WILL AGAINST YOURS!

THAT FOR YOUR BLUE RAYS, MAGIC MONGER! I'LL--

W-WAIT--BEFORE YOU DO ANYTHING TO ME, LISTEN TO YOUR MOTHER, ON THE MENTAL RADIO!

WONDER WOMAN RUSHES TO THE RADIO ROOM-- WE AMAZONS ARE ALL CAPTIVES OF ESCAPED PRISONERS-- UNLESS YOU SURRENDER, THEY WILL KILL ME--

OH--WHAT SHALL I DO?

IT DOESN'T MATTER WHAT YOU DO NOW-- WE SHALL EXECUTE YOU AND THE QUEEN-- HA HA! THE LONG, HARD WAY!

EVERLESS! SO YOU STOLE MY MAGIC LASSO-- WELL, THIS LOOKS LIKE THE END!

DON'T GO AWAY, READER-- AS YOU CAN SEE-- THERE IS MORE TO THIS STORY-- READ ON-- BECAUSE WONDER WOMAN HASN'T EVEN BEGUN TO FIGHT!
FIERCE AND IMPLACABLE IS THE HATRED OF THE ESCAPED PRISONERS FOR WONDER WOMAN. AND CLEVER BEYOND BELIEF ARE THE EVIL DEVICES OF TWO BEAUTIFUL AND REVENGEFUL GIRLS WHO MADE GOOD THEIR ESCAPE FROM TRANSFORMATION ISLAND TO THE MAN'S WORLD!

ARMED WITH VAST, STOLEN WEALTH, THESE RUTHLESS SIRENS PLAY HAVOC WITH THEIR HELPLESS VICTIMS. AND WHEN THE MIGHTY AMAZON MAID TRACKS THEM TO THEIR LAIR, THIS RELENTLESS CRIME TEAM SETS FOR WONDER WOMAN A TERRIFYING "TRAP OF CRIMSON FLAME."
WONDER WOMAN, CAPTURED BY EVILESS ON PARADISE ISLAND, IS BOUND WITH THE MAGIC LASSO.

NOW, WE'LL TAKE YOU TO YOUR OWN AMAZON PRISON ON TRANSFORMATION ISLAND — HA HA!

THE CAPTIVE PRINCESS IS PLACED IN THE BOTTOM OF A BOAT.

I DON'T SEE CLEA, GIGANTA, ZARA, OR HYPOVTA — BUT THEY CAN FOLLOW IN ANOTHER BOAT. PULL AWAY, GIRLS!

WONDER WOMAN MAKES A NICE FOOT CUSHION!

NOW, MY PRISONER, YOU ARE SECURELY TIED. I COMMAND YOU TO MAKE NO ATTEMPT TO ESCAPE!

EVILESS WASN'T HOLDING THE LASSO WHEN SHE COMMANDED ME NOT TO ESCAPE SO I'M NOT COMPelled TO OBEY HER! THEY BOUND ME VERY TIGHT BUT IF I CAN BEND MY LEGS A LITTLE —

SUDDENLY THE TIGHTLY BOUND AMAZON SPRINGS TO HER FEET.

AY-EE! HELP — SEIZE THE CAPTIVE!

GREAT MEPHISTO — THAT AMAZON'S STRENGTH IS INCREDIBLE! BUT SHE'S STILL TIED TO THE BOAT —

EE-EE!
UNFORTUNATELY FOR EVILESS, THE LASSO TYING WONDER WOMAN TO THE BOAT CANNOT BE BROKEN.

EVILESS CAN'T SWIM--SHE'S DROWNING! I MUST SAVE HER--APHRODITE'S LAW COMMANDS US TO SAVE LIVES ALWAYS--ENEMIES OR NOT!

I HATE TO PULL EVILESS UNDER WATER--I WONDER--CAN SATURNIANS SWIM?

GOOD--THE GIRL'S STILL ALIVE!

WONDER WOMAN SAVES EVILESS--BUT SATURNIANS KNOW NO GRATITUDE. SHE HOLDS THE LASSO THIS TIME--I MUST OBEY HER!
Wonder Woman

Wonder Woman is compelled to carry her captor to Transformation Island.

Do me one favor—spare my mother, Queen Hippolyte! Certainly not! You two are dangerous and must die. We Saturnians have no sentimental feelings.

Mother and daughter meet in captivity.

Oh mother! They caught me with it, then made me obey with this Venus girdle!

A Saturnian guard girl interrupts Eviless' sport.

Commandress, we've run short of Venus girdles for Amazon captives—

Stupid! Take belts off prisoners who refused their freedom! Bind their hands and lock them in cells!

Don't worry—taking your girdle won't deprive you of the captivity you're so unwilling to give up! You'll still be helpless and behind bars while we kill the Amazon queen and princess!
LEFT ALONE, PRISONER IRENE FEELS A V AST SURGE OF ENERGY AND POWER WITHIN HERSELF. WITHOUT THE GIRLIE I FEEL DOMINANT -- INVINCIBLE!

BUT I DON'T FEEL CRUEL AND WICKED AS I USED TO -- THE AMAZONS HAVE TRANSFORMED ME! I LOVE WONDER WOMAN AND QUEEN HIPPOLYTE -- I CAN'T BEAR TO HAVE THEM HURT -- I MUST SAVE THEM!

WHAT GOOD IS MY AMAZON TRAINING IF I CAN'T BREAK LITTLE ROPES LIKE THESE? I WILL BREAK THEM!

AND THESE WEAK BARS -- WONDER WOMAN WOULD BEND THEM WITH ONE FINGER. BY HERCULES, I CAN BEND THEM!

COME ON, GIRLS, BREAK YOUR ROPES AND CELL BARS -- YOU CAN DO IT! WE'VE GOT TO SAVE WONDER WOMAN AND THE QUEEN!

INSPIRED BY IRENE'S EXAMPLE, THE PRISONERS, TRANSFORMED BY AMAZON TRAINING, BREAK THEIR BONDS AND CELL BARS.

WHOOPEE! LET'S GO, GIRLS!

HOLA -- I'M FREE!
MEANWHILE, THE FLAMING CHAINS BEGIN TO TIGHTEN--

RELAX YOUR MUSCLES, DAUGHTER--

RIGHT, MOTHER -- BUT IF ONLY THIS LASSO WERE UNTIED, I COULD BREAK THESE CHAINS DESPITE THEIR FLAMES!

SUDDENLY, THE MASSIVE LOCKED DOORS OF THE PRISON HALL BURST INWARD.

HOLA! WE'LL SAVE OUR MISTRESSES!

DOWN WITH THE REBELS -- AT THEM, SISTERS!

THE LOYAL PRISONERS ATTACK FIERCELY, BUT THE REBEL LEADERS SWING FLAMING CHAINS.

MEANWHILE, THE FLAME CHAINS DRAW EVER TIGHTER AROUND THE CAPTIVES.

COME QUICK, IRENE -- UNTIE MY LASSO!

COMING, BELOVED MISTRESS!

IRENE UNTIES THE LASSO AND--

OH WHAT STRENGTH -- PRINCESS, YOU ARE WONDERFUL!

SNAPPY!
WOnder Woman FREES THE QUEEN AND--
YOU LOYAL PRISONERS HAVE PROVED YOU'RE TRANSFORMED AND FIT TO BE FREE!

BIND THESE REBELS TIGHT, GIRL -- THEN PUT ON THEIR VENUS GIRDLES!

ALL CAPTIVE AMAZONS ARE FREED AND THE RECAPTURED PRISONERS COUNTED.

FOUR PRISONERS ARE MISSING! CLEA, GIGANTA, HYPNOTA, AND ZARA, WHERE ARE THEY HIDING?

I DON'T KNOW, MISTRESS -- THOSE FOUR NEVER RETURNED HERE FROM PARADISE ISLAND.

RETURNING TO THE ROYAL PALACE, QUEEN HIPPOLYTE ORDERS A SEARCH OF PARADISE ISLAND.

YOUR CROWN JEWELS ARE GONE, MAJESTY, ALSO OUR STRATOSPHERE JET PLANE. THE MISSING PRISONERS MUST HAVE LOOTED YOUR PALACE AND ESCAPED TO THE MAN'S WORLD!

THE QUEEN_follows the fugitives' course on Athena's Magic Sphere.

WELL, WE KNOW THEY STOLE YOUR PRICELESS JEWELS--

BUT LOOK-- GREAT HERA! THEY'RE DISAPPEARING INTO THE STRATOSPHERE-- THE MAGIC SPHERE CAN'T FOLLOW THEM BEYOND THIS EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE!

I'LL FIND THOSE FOUR MISCHIEF MAKERS IN THE MAN'S WORLD--DON'T WORRY, MOTHER!

I'VE A FEELING YOU WILL HAVE TROUBLE--APHRODITE WITH YOU, MY CHILD!
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FROM WASHINGTON INTELLIGENCE HEADQUARTERS, DIANA (WONDER WOMAN) PRINCE WARNS ALL PAWNSHOPS AND JEWEL BROKERS IN THE UNITED STATES TO WATCH FOR QUEEN HIPPOLYTE'S JEWELS. BUT FOR MANY MONTHS, NO AMAZON GEMS APPEAR IN THE JEWEL MARKET. THEN, SUDDENLY--

YES, YES--YOU'RE MR. STALUS, THE WELL-KNOWN JEWEL BROKER--

A REMARKABLE DIAMOND WAS OFFERED ME TODAY-- 'BOBBY DAZZLER' TYPE. IT'S WORTH AROUND $250,000 AND ANSWERS THE DESCRIPTION OF ONE OF THE AMAZON QUEEN'S STOLEN JEWELS--

NO, I DIDN'T BUY IT. THE SELLER WAS A YOUNG GIRL-- LOOKED LIKE AN OFFICE WORKER-- FIVE FEET FIVE-- BRUNETTE-- VERY PRETTY, BUT SHE HAD ODD EYES-- ONE BLUE, THE OTHER BROWN--

HM-- THE ONLY REAL CLUE IN THAT DESCRIPTION IS THE ODD COLORED EYES. BUT THAT DOESN'T HELP MUCH-- I CAN'T GO ALL OVER WASHINGTON STOPPING EVERY PRETTY BRUNETTE AND INSPECTING HER EYE COLORS!

BUT AS DIANA ENTERS STEVE'S OFFICE--

BY HERA! THERE'S A BRUNETTE WITH ONE BLUE EYE AND ONE BROWN-- CLARICE MYSTIK!

I'LL QUESTION HER.

CLARICE-- I HEAR YOU HAVE A RARE DIAMOND FOR SALE.

DIAMOND? OH, NO, LT. PRINCE! WHERE WOULD A POOR GIRL LIKE ME GET A VALUABLE DIAMOND?

I BELIEVE SHE'S LYING-- I MUST WATCH HER-- BUT HOW CAN I KEEP NEAR CLARICE WITHOUT HER SPOTTING ME? HA-- I'VE AN IDEA!

CHANGING SWIFTLY TO WONDER WOMAN, DIANA RACES TO THE ROOF--

I'LL LET MYSELF DOWN ON THE LASSO AND WATCH CLARICE THROUGH HER OFFICE WINDOW.
HA! SHE'S HIDING SOMETHING--I'LL BET THAT'S THE DIAMOND!

CLARICE OPENS HER PURSE TO GET A COMPACT AND--
EEE-EERK! THE CRIMSON FLAME!

TREMBLING WITH FEAR, CLARICE TURNS TO HER TYPewriter, BUT AS HER FINGERS TOUCH THE KEYS--
OH--OH! I--I CAN'T ENDURE THIS--WH-- WHAT DOES THE HIGH PRIESTESS WANT--

SUDDENLY, ON THE GIRL'S BARE ARM, A BLOOD-RED MESSAGE APPEARS--
YOUR SLAVE OBEYS, PRIESTESS! I--I'M COMING!

THIS IS ZARA'S OLD GAME--SHE HAS STARTED HER PHONEY CULT OF THE CRIMSON FLAME!
Wonder Woman follows her suspect via the tree trail.

Lucky there are plenty of trees on this street.

Suffering Sappho—why is that girl kicking a manhole cover?

TAP! TAP! TAP! TAP!

While Wonder Woman hesitates, the manhole cover begins to sink.

That cover must be the entrance to Zara's hideaway! Shall I lasso Clarice or jump down—

Wonder Woman decides to jump, but too late.

Oh—oh! This trick gadget was too fast for me—I'll have to discover how to open it again.

Two taps—one—then three—that's the way Clarice kicked it. But it doesn't open—

Whoosh! I spoke too soon—here we go—

Down, down shoots the daring Amazon—

The manhole cover dumped me into this elevator car—now where am I going? I hope I'm headed for Zara's "Temple of Crimson Flame"!

Tap! Tap! TAP! TAP.TAP.TAP! TAP.TAP.TAP!
DEEP UNDERGROUND, THE ELEVATOR CAGE STOPS IN A CIRCLE OF FLAME.

SPEAK, O VISITOR FROM WITHOUT, AND GIVE THE SACRED PASSWORD!

I'M STUCK -- I DON'T KNOW THEIR PASSWORD!

THE PASSWORD MUST REFER TO ZARA'S FLAME CULT -- I'LL TRY THIS--

I SEEK THE PRIESTESS OF CRIMSON FLAME!

THAT IS NOT THE PASSWORD -- YOU ARE A SPY! REVEAL YOUR TRUE IDENTITY OR THE FLAME SHALL CONSUME YOU!

NO USE ARGUING WITH A LOUDSPEAKER -- I'LL SEE WHO'S BEHIND THIS WALL OF FLAME!

BUT AS THE MIGHTY AMAZON FIGHTS HER WAY THROUGH THE SEETHING INFERNO, A DEADLY BLUE RAY ASSAULTS HER SENSES.

GREAT VULCAN -- THERE'S SOMETHING BESIDES FIRE TO CONTEND WITH HERE!

AS WONDER WOMAN EMERGES FROM THE FLAME, SHE FALLS UNCONSCIOUS.

EET EES WONDAIR WOMAN -- SHE ESCAPED FROM OUR SEESTER PRISONAIRS ON TRANSFORMATION ISLAND!

YOUR FLAME CONFUSED HER AND MY BLUE HYPNOTIC RAY CONQUERED HER BRAIN COMPLETELY! HA HA!
ZARA'S FLAME SLAVES WELD FLAMING CHAINS ON THE UNCONSCIOUS AMAZON.

INSTEAD OF ZEE REGULAR WRISTBANDS, WELD A FLAMING CHAIN BETWEEN HER AMAZON BRACELETS—EET WEEL WEAKEN WONDAIR WOMAN!

WONDER WOMAN RECOVERS CONSCIOUSNESS A CAPTIVE.

SO--YOU'VE CHAINED MY BRACELETS! WHO DID THIS?

WHAT DOES EET MATTAIR? I Warn you--Do NOT TRY TO BREAK ZOZE FLAMING CHAINS, OR ZAY WEEL PARALYZE YOU UNTEEL YOU DIE!

THESE FLAME CHAINS DO PARALYZE ME, BUT I'LL BREAK THEM--ULP--OH! I CAN'T--MEN MUST HAVE CHAINED MY AMAZON BRACELETS TOGETHER!

YOU ARE HELPLESS AND YOU WEEL BE MY SLAVE--COME, I SHOW YOU WHY!

GREAT GODDESSES--YOU'VE CAPTURED THE HOLIDAY GIRLS!

I TELEPHONED ZEE GIRLS YOU NEED HELP AND ZEE COME QUEEK--HA HA! ZEE GOD OF FLAME CAPTURE ZAIR MINDS WIZ ZEE BLUE HYPNOTIC RAY.

WITH THIS FLAMING SWORD YOU MUST EXECUTE A PRISONER—THEN YOU'LL BE A FUGITIVE FROM MAN'S JUSTICE, COMPLETELY IN MY POWER!

OBEY, OR YOUR FRIENDS DIE!

SUFFERING SAPPHO! WHAT SHALL I DO?

WHAT A SPOT TO BE IN! IF WONDER WOMAN OBEYS THE FLAME GOD, SHE'LL BE A MURDERESS! AND IF SHE DOESN'T, ETTA AND THE HOLIDAY GIRLS WILL BE NO MORE!—BUT FORTUNATELY, THERE'S MORE TO THIS STORY! READ ON!
"IN THE HANDS OF THE MERCILESS!"

FROM FIERCE FLAMES TO THE BITTER DEPTHS OF AN Icy OCEAN THE GLAMOROUS AMAZON IS HURL ED! EVEN WONDER WOMAN IS NOT INDESTRUCTIBLE, AND WHEN TWO VENGEFUL GIANTSES DEVOTE THEIR INCREDIBLE STRENGTH AND FIENDISH INGENUITY TO DESTROYING THE MIGHTY MAID FROM PARADISE ISLAND, IT LOOKS AS IF HER END HAS COME.

WONDER WOMAN IS FORCED TO FIGHT TO THE LAST OUNCE OF HER MARVELOUS POWER AND INVINCIBLE COURAGE TO SAVE HER FRIENDS FROM A FRIGHTFUL FATE!
THE CAPTIVE HOLLIDAY GIRLS WILL BE KILLED UNLESS WONDER WOMANobeys.

Take zis flaming sword and prepare to execute a prisoner!

I'll pretend to obey and stall for time--maybe I can think of some plan--

Dazed by "high priestess" Zara's ordeal of crimson flame and the blue hypnotic ray of "flame god" hypnota, Wonder Woman kneels before the weird flame altar, her Amazon strength of mind and body lost by Aphrodite's law because men welded chains between her bracelets.

To bind my new slave Wonder Woman forever to my service, I shall compel her to slay with the flaming sword a disciple who has disobeyed me. Bring before me the prisoner Clarice Mystik!

Prisonair Clarice, you failed to sell Zee Amazon diamond as Zee God commanded!

I tried--mercy, o god of flame!

Failure is disobedience--you must die. Amazon slave, execute the prisoner!

Never before have I killed a human being--

--and I don't intend to now!

O please--don't make me kill Clarice!!

Zee god of flame commands ee--obey, flame slave, or your friends also shall be executed!
Wonder Woman appears to stumble over her ankle chains.

Quick, Etta, grab this sword and cut the chain between my bracelets!

Awkward slave -- for zees you shall be punished!

Woo woo! This is easy as cuttin' chocolate fudge!

In the flash of an eye, the mighty Amazon, her strength restored, breaks her chains.

While Etta frees the girls, Wonder Woman indulges in a little sword play.

I always liked fencing --

The flame cult racketeers are quickly captured.

You escaped prisoners will have two new companions on your return to Transformation Island!

We will yet get our revenge on you, Wonder Woman!
Zara, explain your flame cult tricks to Clarice.

I mus' obey. Zee tongues of flame are hydrogen gas capsules. Zat explode and burn up. Zee writing on your arm was invisible ink zat appears later.

Zee flame god whom you worship ees hypnota-'i put his face in zee flame with television projector.

What a fool I was! You can help other girls not to be fools by explaining these cult tricks.

Here y'are, princess-- puff, puff! Here's your mom's jewels!

That's less than half-- where are the rest?

Clea and Giganta took them-- we don't know where they are.

While Wonder Woman flies the prisoners to transformation island, Steve has an unusual visitor.

Ah-- thou art the handsome Col. Trevor whom I have met before!

Er-- ah-- if you'd show me your face--

Never mind my face-- I'm glad thou dost not remember me! I have come to see thee because I know thou art very influential with thy government. I wish to buy a submarine.

A submarine?

Now i know this dame-- she's Queen Clea, the escaped Amazon prisoner! She wants a sub to reach her sunken continent, Atlantis. I'll play innocent and get a lead to the Amazon jewels she stole.

The government is selling surplus submarines, but they cost plenty--

Snap!

Poof! I have enough to buy 20 subs-- come with me and I will show thee.
CLEA LEADS STEVE TO A CAVE NEAR THE SHORE.
THIS WAS A PIRATES' CAVE--I FOUND THEIR BURIED TREASURE! FOLLOW ME--

BEHOLD MY TREASURE! ONE TENTH OF THESE JEWELS WILL PAY FOR A SUBMARINE.
RIGHT--EXCEPT FOR ONE FACT. THESE JEWELS BELONG TO AMAZON QUEEN HIPPOLYTE!

HANDS UP! YOU ARE THE ESCAPED PRISONER, QUEENCLEA OF ATLANTIS!
YOU--YOU MISERABLE MANLING--YOU--

AT THIS MOMENT, A HUGE CLUB DESCENDS. AARRR-RGH! GOT HIM!

STEVE RECOVERS CONSCIOUSNESS IN AN AWKWARD SITUATION.
THOU'LT BUY THAT SUBMARINE, OR I'LL CUT THEE--SLOWLY--TO RIBBONS!
WHILE I BURN YOUR EYES OUT! YOU'RE CERTAINLY PLAYFUL GIRLS! GO AHEAD AND HAVE YOUR FUN.
THE MANLING IS BRAVE --
TORTURE WILL NEVER PERSUADE HIM!

HE'LL YIELD IF WE CAPTURE THE HOLIDAY GIRLS -- AND WE MIGHT CATCH WONDER WOMAN!

WE HATE TO LEAVE YOU ALONE, BUT SOON WE'LL BRING YOU CAPTIVE COMPANIONS!

LATER, THOU SHALT BECOME A SLAVE IN ATLANTIS!

DIANA, MEANWHILE, GETS A CALL FROM PROF. ZOOL OF HOLIDAY COLLEGE.

I'M HAVING TROUBLE WITH MY EVOLUTION MACHINE -- ONLY THE DEVOLUTION CURRENT WORKS. CAN YOU LOCATE WONDER WOMAN?

SHE'S BUSY NOW, PROFESSOR -- LATER, PERHAPS!

IN PROF. ZOOL'S LABORATORY, THE HOLIDAY GIRLS WATCH THE DEVOLUTION EXPERIMENT.

WHEN I TURN ON THE DEVOLUTION CURRENT YOU'LL SEE THIS MONKEY REVERSE THE EVOLUTION OF HIS RACE. HE'LL BECOME A FOUR-FOOTED MAMMAL, THEN A REPTILE!

AS THE BELL GLASS BECOMES SUPERCHARGED WITH REVERSED ELECTRONIC CURRENT, BLUE FLAMES APPEAR AND THE MONKEY BEGINS TO CHANGE BACK TO A PREHISTORIC TREE FOX.

DEVOLUTION CONTINUES.

WOO WOO! YOU DOOD IT AGAIN, PROFESSOR! THAT FOX IS A SURE 'NUFF CONKERNILE --

CAN'T YOU GIRLS TAKE ANYTHING SERIOUSLY? I SHOULD CHANGE YOU ALL BACK TO MONKEYS!

SUDDENLY, THERE APPEARS THE GORILLA THAT ZOOL'S MACHINE ONCE CHANGED TO A GIRL.

ARRR--RGH! I'VE GOT THEM -- QUICK, CLEA, THE NET!
IN THE TWINKLING OF AN EYE, CLEA’S ATLANTEAN HUNTING NET SURROUNDS ITS PREY.

HERE’S THE BAIT FOR OUR TRAP—WE’LL MAKE THESE GIRLS CALL WONDER WOMAN FOR HELP!

AT THIS MOMENT, DIANA, HAVING TRANSFORMED HERSELF TO WONDER WOMAN, ARRIVES TO HELP PROF. ZOOL REPAIR HIS MACHINE.

SORRY I’M LATE—HESTIA! WHAT GOES ON HERE?

INSTANTLY GIGANTA SEIZES WONDER WOMAN.

SUFFERING SAPPHO—IT’S GIGANTA!

GIGANTA’S UNEXPECTED ATTACK CARRIES WONDER WOMAN TO THE FLOOR.

BUT THE SKILLED AMAZON WRESTLER DOES A HEAD STAND.

I’LL TIE YOU UP, GORILLA GIRL, AND THEN—

GRR-ARGH!
BUT CLEA, MEANWHILE, THROWS THE HOLLIDAY CAPTIVES INTO THE DEVOLUTIONIZER.

QUICKER THAN THOUGHT, WONDER WOMAN LEAPS AT CLEA—BUT THE ATLANTIAN'S HAND PULLS DOWN THE DEVOLUTION SWITCH.

LET GIGANTA GO, WONDER WOMAN, OR I'LL THROW THE SWITCH THAT WILL TURN YOUR FRIENDS INTO MONKEYS!

THE MIGHTY AMAZON SNATCHES THE SWITCH FROM CLEA—TOO LATE.

GREAT PLUTO! ZOOL AND THE HOLLIDAY GIRLS ARE DEVOLVING INTO APES!

WONDER WOMAN TURNS THE SWITCH TO "EVOLUTION" BUT NOTHING HAPPENS.

EVEN AN AMAZON CAN'T WITHSTAND A CRUSHING BLOW ON THE BASE OF THE SKULL—

GREAT MINERVA! ZOOL HASN'T REPAIRED HIS POSITIVE EVOLUTION CURRENT, AND THEY'RE ALL TURNED TO GORILLAS EXCEPT THEIR HEADS!

QUICK, GIGANTA!
Wonder Woman, unconscious, is found with her magic lasso.

I'll make the Amazon captive steal a submarine--if she rebels--well, we still have the Holliday gorillas as hostages! She must do our bidding!

Wonder Woman, recovering consciousness, finds herself in a rowboat.

Hail! Thou hast recovered--excellent! I'm taking thee to an anchorage of surplus submarines--thou wilt steal one for me!

Hera have mercy--I must obey Clea!

Thou must remain bound, captive, while performing thy task. I bind thy wrists in front of thee!

You're so kind, Clea!

Clea compels Wonder Woman to board an anchored submarine.

There's no guard aboard, but hurry, slave!

Break that anchor chain quickly!

Sna-p!

The captive Amazon, swimming with bound hands, is compelled to tow the huge submarine.

Faster, captive!
THE SUB IS DOCKED AT CLEA'S TREASURE COVE.

COME, MY BIG LITTLE SLAVE, I HAVE A SURPRISE WAITING FOR THEE IN MY CAVE OF JEWELS!

BUT IT IS CLEA WHO IS SURPRISED.

TREVOR'S ESCAPED! HE FRAYED HIS ROPE'S ON THAT POST AND BROKE LOOSE!

NOW WE MUST KILL THE PRISONERS AND RACE FOR ATLANTIS, LEAVING NO TRACE!

WONDER WOMAN IS FORCED TO CARRY THE AMAZON JEWELS TO THE SUBMARINE.

I'LL SEND STEVE A MENTAL RADIO BEAM JUST ON A CHANCE--

PRISONERS ARE BOUND TO THE ROWBOAT AND TOWED TO SEA.

THOU ART A CHARMING FIGUREHEAD, PRINCESS! IF THOU PULL ON THY UNBREAKABLE BONDS, THOU WILT WRECK THE BOAT-- HA HA!

IF ONLY STEVE GETS MY MESSAGE--

BUT 10 MILES AT SEA, THE SUBMARINE SUBMERGES, PULLING THE ROWBOAT WITH IT.

OH I MUST SAVE THE HOLLIDAY CAPTIVES--

TWISTING IN HER BONDS, WONDER WOMAN SEIZES THE TOW CABLE IN HER TEETH.
WONDER WOMAN CUTS THE CABLE, BUT THE WATER-FILLED ROWBOAT SINKS.

BOAT'S SINKING ANYWAY, I MAY AS WELL SMASH IT - CRA-ACK!

THE AMAZON MAID, FREE, QUICKLY BRINGS HER COMPANIONS TO THE SURFACE.

CAN YOU GIRLS SWIM NOW THAT YOU'RE GORILLAS?

ARR-RRGH! WE'LL SHOW YA!

WITHOUT A SECOND'S DELAY, WONDER WOMAN, FOLLOWED BY THE HUMAN GORILLAS, SWIMS SWIFTLY DOWN TO PURSUE THE STOLEN SUBMARINE.

MY, MY! ONE DOES PECULIAR THINGS WHEN ONE IS A GORILLA!

BEFORE THE SUB-SEA BOAT CAN COMPLETE ITS DIVE, IT IS CAPTURED AND BROUGHT TO THE SURFACE.

THERE'S STEVE COMING IN MY PLANE-- THANK APHRODITE!
AS STEVE SWEEPS DOWN IN THE PRINCESS' PLANE, WONDER WOMAN GRABS THE LANDING LADDER.

LANDING SAFELY ON THE HOLLIDAY CAMPUS, WONDER WOMAN SMASHES OPEN THE SUBMARINE.

MOTHER WILL HAVE TO PAY FOR THIS SUB, BUT I MUST GET THOSE ESCAPED PRISONERS BEFORE THEY HATCH MORE MISCHIEF!

HOLD TIGHT, GORILLAS! THIS IS THE QUICKEST WAY TO GET BACK TO HOLLIDAY COLLEGE!

THE REBELS HAVE NO CHANCE AGAINST AN AROUSED WONDER WOMAN.

OW-W! I GIVE UP!

ARR-RRGH! I SURRENDER!

WONDER WOMAN SOON REPAIRS PROF. ZOOL'S EVOLUTION MACHINE AND--

WOO WOO! AM I GLAD YOU EVOLVED US AGAIN-- WHILE I WAS A GORILLA, I DIDN'T LIKE CANDY!

LATER, ON PARADISE ISLAND--

HERE ARE THE PRISONERS, MOTHER, AND YOUR JEWELS-- THE GIRLS ARE ASHAMED AND GLAD TO BE BACK!

THE ONLY REAL HAPPINESS FOR ANYBODY IS TO BE FOUND IN OBEDIENCE TO LOVING AUTHORITY.

FOLLOW THE LATEST ADVENTURES OF WONDER WOMAN IN HER OWN MAGAZINE!